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Structures

By Eric Herman
Editor

Powerful Influences
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There’s a new wrinkle in this issue of WaterShapes.
Just inside the back cover, you’ll find “Book Notes,”a brand-new column by landscape architect and watershape designer Mike Farley of Leisure Living Pools in Frisco,
Texas. This addition to our roster of regular columns will focus on an assortment
of books that have served Mike as important influences and ready references throughout his design career.
What he’s offering is much more than a book report or review. You won’t find
negative comments, and you won’t find discussions of books that don’t interest him
or that haven’t served him well in his career. Instead, what you’ll find are his personal comments of a limited selection of what he considers to be truly valuable, utterly indispensable books for the designer – “volumes that speak volumes,” you might
call them.
The idea here is to throw some light on the riches available in print to everyone
in the watershaping trades. Some of the books are classics; others are newer books
that will someday reach that status. In every case, his comments are offered in
hopes of guiding you to ideas and influences that will stoke your creativity –
and perhaps inspire you to dig deeper when a book or designer or style captures
your imagination.
This vein of information is so rich, in fact, that it’s hard to believe that some
of this stuff isn’t seen as required reading for anyone designing watershapes of
any kind.
And make no mistake, this sort of “exploration of influence” isn’t strictly for designers of high-end custom watershapes: Professionals working at all levels of the
watershaping trades stand to benefit from information to be found in “Book Notes.”
Consider an upcoming issue’s coverage of a book on Frank Lloyd Wright. Often
mentioned in this magazine, he’s without question one of the greatest architects and
designers of all time – and part of his greatness is the fact that he has influenced
countless other designers who are not nearly so well known but who make use of
his guiding principles.
His use of natural light, spatial continuity and horizontal geometry (along with
countless other signature points of his highly creative “organic architecture”) have
all influenced an enormously broad range of architects and designers. Indeed,
our world has been shaped in more ways than we can count by the ideas of this one
man. And the same thing can be said to differing degrees of many of the other architects and designers who will be featured in Mike’s columns.
We offer the information with the thought that there’s no way of knowing how
powerful an idea or set of ideas can be until it reaches other open-minded, creative people. So dig in and enjoy!
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David Tisherman
Rick Anderson

Aqua Culture

By Brian Van Bower

Collective efforts exist for the simple
reason that there are some things a group
can do that individuals cannot, from
influencing government and dispensing
ideas and education to providing a forum
for marketing services and technology.
forts exist for the simple reason that there are
some things a group can do that individuals cannot, from influencing government and dispensing ideas and education to providing a forum
for marketing services and technology. To
achieve these goals industry-wide,in other words,
organizations and industries need direction, purpose and leadership.
At this moment, I believe the watershaping
trades are definitely lacking in these key areas.

Scattered About

In Search of Community
hrough the past 50 years, the watershaping industry has evolved from
a small, elite group of contractors serving the needs of a small, elite group
of consumers to become a vast industry whose services are in demand
across a wide range of socio-economic levels. In fact, it’s probably fair
to say that in these most recent years of prosperity, watershapes are being sold
to more people across broader economic bandwidths than ever before.
Yet for all this demand and the innovation that’s been happening, I don’t
see unity. Instead, I see a massive, diverse “industry” (definitely in quotation
marks) with scores of niche organizations, geographic enclaves and specific
interests, each moving forward without the benefit of any sort of cohesive leadership, compelling voice or collective vision.
I find this strange and disconcerting, because nearly every great industry
has had effective leadership that has been able to move agendas forward within some form of organizational structure.
As much as we Americans love our rugged individualism, collective ef-

T

10

Has the time come to look at the way things
are, step back and consider what could happen
to change things? I think so. I think it’s also time
to start conversations about what kind of structure would best serve our industry’s diverse and
far-flung needs.
It’s not my intention to point fingers at any particular group of people, any particular segment
of the industry or any particular organization.
I’m not familiar with all of them, and I have solid emotional ties to the two I’ve known well,
namely the National Spa & Pool Institute and the
Associated Swimming Pool Industries of Florida.
I just think it’s time to acknowledge the fact
that – for a variety of reasons in this era of tremendous change – we have seen ourselves become
scattered and even alienated from one another.
And when you step back and look at it, this lack
of connection really isn’t a surprise. Just consider the array of issues and trends in play right now:
K Changing consumer desires: All of this
malaise starts with the fact that the demand for
water is much different,much greater and far more
diverse now than it once was. It seems that every
set of plans I look at these days includes not only
a pool and spa,but also a fountain and a Koi pond
Continued on page 12
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Natural Companions

By Stephanie rose

No matter what style of landscape you’re creating for your
clients, you can easily incorporate edible plants into the plan
without creating a maintenance nightmare.

etables or herbs in their garden, let them know you’ll help
them through the selection and maintenance process – and
that both processes are easier than they think.
Try asking your clients what types of foods they like.
Do they cook often? What types of foods do they prepare
and what types of herbs do they use? Once you’ve established some preferences, you can begin creating a list
of suitable plants.
After that,you need to address three important points about
edible plants in a watershape environment: sun exposure
(which you need to consider with or without a watershape),
location and the proximity of any edibles to the water.

Edible Landscapes
ore and more of my clients are interested in including
edible plants in their gardens. They’re into cooking, great
food, fine wine and entertaining, and they appreciate the
special flavors that come when they grow and harvest
their own edibles.
It’s incredibly satisfying to walk out into one’s own garden and
pick fruits or vegetables or herbs. Not only do these edibles taste
better than any store-bought produce, but any gardener can be
reasonably sure that the foods they grow are free of pesticides and
other undesirable contaminants.
No matter what style of landscape you’re creating for your clients,
you can easily incorporate these plants into the plan without creating a maintenance nightmare. And I suspect most of your clients
will be pleasantly surprised by what they can grow in their own yards.

M

Getting Started
While a large percentage of your clients may want something
edible in their gardens, most of them will probably avoid bringing up the subject because they believe growing their own edibles
takes a lot of work.
After you’ve established that they’d like some types of fruit, veg18

Sun exposure: Most edibles require full
sun. Sure,some will thrive in partial shade,
but the greatest chance of success comes
with full sun. The plants need the exposure to feed the chemical reactions required
to produce large, sweet, good-quality fruit.
(Note: I use the word “fruit”here to mean any edible things
that are produced by plants. Please be aware that many garden guides use the word “fruit”to mean anything other than
a seed pod or flower that a plant produces. Just because they
use the word “fruit” doesn’t mean it’s edible, which means
you need to investigate a particular plant thoroughly before
planting to be sure the fruit you’ll get can actually be eaten.)
Location: Your clients will need to be able
to pick the fruit or cut the vegetables and
herbs from their plants easily, so watch
where you put them. You wouldn’t want
your client to have to wade through their pond to get to
their prized raspberry bush. Think things through and
do what you can to ensure easy access from all angles (depending upon the plant, of course).
Proximity to the watershape: Many
plants that produce edibles are deciduous. These plants need to be placed as far
Continued on page 20
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Tisherman: Detail 9

By David Tisherman

By David Tisherman

A thermal ledge is a great play area for
children, a perfect spot for sunbathing, a
fine place for enjoying a beverage or just
sitting and watching the world go by. You
can make it a shady area by installing
umbrella stanchions, or you can build a
permanent shade structure overhead.

Down To Details

Thermal Potential

S

ome details seem simpler than they really are. A case in point is the one I’ll
describe this time – a detail I call a thermal ledge.
In one sense, it’s really just a large bench located a few inches below the
water’s surface, but in terms of what it is structurally and what it does to
increase enjoyment of a pool, it’s something truly special.
The ledge seen in finished form on page 26 is visually interesting in the way its
stone surface picks up the rockwork used throughout the deck and the barbecue
area and within the pool itself. As important, it provides the homeowners and their
guests with a wonderful and relaxing way to enjoy getting wet.
It’s a great play area for children, a perfect spot for sunbathing, a fine place for
enjoying a beverage or just sitting and watching the world go by. You can make it
a shady area by installing umbrella stanchions, or you can, as in this case, build a
permanent shade structure overhead.
No matter what touches you add, there’s one big point I must make: A thermal ledge is a wonderful detail, but you must do it right or you’ll end up on the
wrong end of a serious structural failure.

As is the case with every other structure
associated with a pool, a thermal ledge
must be properly engineered – and
planned from the initial stages in consultation with a structural engineer.
I’ve seen lots of pools where contractors have cantilevered benches beyond the
edge of the pool with little or no support,
more or less as afterthoughts. But unless
the pool has been engineered to handle
even that simple an external feature, you’ll
see a hinge effect that will lead, later if not
sooner, to cracking, leakage and, eventually, structural failure.
If the pool is engineered to handle a
cantilever, you’re fine. If not, however, the
structure is going to fall apart.
Of course, this is a place where some
contractors choose to cut corners, and I’ve
seen many projects where the shell isn’t
designed to support the weight of the
bench and ends up cracking. There’s no
way to backtrack: The only solution when
the inevitable happens is to tear the whole
thing out and rebuild it correctly from the
ground up.
I shoot my benches (or ledges) from
the floor up using gunite. Alternatively,
I’ll fill in with shotcrete from the wall
out if the floor and walls have already
been shot, and sometimes I’ll pour or
cast the concrete in place. Whichever
Continued on page 24
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Studying the works of past masters, says designer Bobbie
Schwartz, has always helped her expand her own repertoire of
creative garden, landscaping and watershaping approaches.
Here, in the second of three articles examining classic stonework
in European and North American gardens, she again explores
this rich resource for ideas about walls, pathways and stairways
– features that can be used to work magic in a variety of settings.

Refinements
in Stone
By Bobbie Schwartz

29

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT OFTEN MAKE
the biggest difference in creating beautiful spaces within gardens or near watershapes. A well-articulated retaining wall
here, a clever treatment of a stone footpath there or the perfect placement of a
stone stairway can, at various points, lend
variety, balance and even a sense of antiquity to the work.
In the first installment of this series of
articles on classic uses of stone in gardens
and watershapes, we began with an
overview of stones set among plantings
and used as simple structures in some
of the world’s most beautiful spaces. This
time, we’ll continue the journey with a
more focused look at the way masters of
the craft used stone in their walls, pathways and steps – ideas that can easily be
translated to modern watershape settings.
By exploring these classic and often
subtle stone treatments, today’s water-

shapers stand to gain inspiration along
with very specific design ideas – a powerful brew that will help you liven and enrich your clients’ garden spaces now and
in the future.

Interior Spaces
Last time, we looked at walls used
mainly to define the external boundaries
of landscape spaces. But walls also find
use within those larger confines, either to
define or divide smaller spaces within gardens or to manage or mark transitions in
elevation.
When I look at much contemporary
work, I can’t help noticing many missed
opportunities. Particularly bothersome
are the glaringly “new”retaining walls that
make it seem as though the designer had
resigned himself or herself to installing a
purely functional structure without much
(if any) thought about turning the nec-

essary presence of the wall to his or her
clients’ visual advantage.
In classic gardens, you don’t find this
pale, flat attitude. Indeed, the master gardeners were adept at taking advantage of
every opportuny offered by walls, and
you’ll find a variety of approaches aimed
at making both retaining and freestanding walls enhance, complement or reflect
their surroundings.
At Vann, for instance, the designer of
this private English garden set large slabs
of stone against a straight cut as a retaining wall, then put smaller slabs in the wall
slabs as seating (Figure 1). Set against a
cut-stone patio, the wall extends and harmonizes with a serene, sheltered refuge.
Or consider the use of stacked-stone
walls with beautiful ornamental caps, as
we find at Iford House in England. The
terrain here is very steep and is governed
by a series of stone walls, terraces and

Figure 1
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staircases (Figure 2) designed by landscape
architect Harold Peto, who owned the house from 1899
until 1933. It’s a beautiful combination of sound engineering with a real visual treat – and not a missed opportunity in sight.
Peto firmly believed that the most beautiful gardens had
to combine plants and architecture – a sentiment he picked
up from predecessors who designed the gardens of the
Italian Renaissance and that he has passed along to us in
an unbroken chain stretching back more than 500 years.
Observation of the past also shows us that walls need
not be solid, monolithic masses to get the job done, as can
be seen in the unusual stone wall used as a “room”divider
at Spadina House in Toronto (Figure 3). Its arches serve
as display niches for flowers in containers, and the wall
itself is also the base for a pergola covered with vines.
In these three examples, we see what could have been
mundane, practical structures made into distinctly ornamental visual elements within the overall garden composition.Applying these same creative approaches around
watershapes is certainly possible – and can transform the
merely utilitarian into something that supports and extends the impression made by the overall design.

Figure 2

Footfalls
Beyond wall construction, the most common use of
stone in gardens is as a paving material for walks or as edging for walks or driveways made of some other material.
Gravel is frequently used for walkways or driveways in
Europe but is used less often in the United States, where
it is frowned upon as being “messy.” It’s possible, of course,
to use an aggregate that looks like gravel but has the solidity and permanence of concrete – as seen at St.

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Goarshausen, a small town along the
Rhine in Germany, where aggregate is set
off by small edging stones (Figure 4).
As for paving with stone itself, there are
many old patterns that we can use for inspiration – one of which is the use of wide
stone slabs laid horizontally to create a
sidewalk. This approach appears at Iford

Figure 5
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House, where Peto edged the surface with
squares of stone of a corresponding color (Figure 5). This same approach has
been applied elsewhere, sometimes with
the edging elevated to create a channel,
other times with the edging at the same
grade as the walkway.
(For a moment, let’s look back to the

first article in the series – June 2001, page
50 – and bring up a point that was raised
about the usefulness of deliberately aging
or distressing stone so that it appears old.
To my mind, mimicking age is a wonderful way to add warmth and a sense of
timelessness to modern work. Peto’s accomplishment at Iford house is about a

Figure 6

century old – but it looks as though it has
been around for centuries uncounted.)
As for broader expanses of stone decking, you’ll often find the use of different
sizes of rectangular stone set horizontally and perpendicularly to create a pattern that seems consistent, yet somewhat
irregular. A beautiful but highly unusual pattern was designed for the entrance
to Cranborne Manor in England in the
mid-1800s – a pattern consisting of
squares and rectangles of cut stone intermingled with stacked squares and rectangles of brick (Figure 6).
Of course, the range of opportunities
available with stone paving is virtually
limitless. The few images seen here are
just a sampling of what’s been done by
our predecessors to bring the durability
of stone together with an aesthetic approach that makes structures as common
as walkways a source of visual interest
in their gardens – and the perfect potential complement to many types of welldesigned watershapes.

Step-Wise Transitions
We’ve already addressed garden walls
as one way of managing elevations, and
now we come to a second: stairways, and

Structural Magic
As you can see in the accompanying feature, there’s no
limit to the patterns and aesthetic
touches that can be picked up in
the study of classic designs. The
best thing about this kind of
study is that it leaves plenty of
room for creative interpretation
– and for transmuting a general construction idea into an almost magical creation.
At Hadspen House in England,
for example, you’ll find a spectacular garden that contains an unusual watershape: There’s a tall
(approximately 12-foot) brick wall on the inside of a rectangular lily pond that was once a water
tank. Above the wall you’ll see more gardens and a path between them, and the whole composition is set up to manage views and make the pond a pleasant surprise when you approach it
from above.
If I were building this sort of space now, I’d think about using stone instead of brick and then
adding to the potental delights of the space by accenting the wall with small water spouts – something along the lines of the Hundred Fountains wall and walkway found at the Italian Renaissance’s
Villa d’Este, although a hundred spouts would be somewhat overwhelming in this space!
The fact is, in drawing inspiration from the classics, designers are never beholden to them,
never required to imitate them slavishly. Inspiration is literally filling one’s mind with the spirit
of a thing rather than a direct borrowing of form or function. Speaking for myself, I use the
classics as touchstones and try to create new, innovative, site-specific projects that evoke the
same feelings and emotional responses I find in the originals.
When it works, it’s magical.

– B. S.

Continued on page 35
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Figure 7
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Figure 8

Continued from page 33

the potential they have in guiding visitors
to our designs from place to place within a garden.
Steps can take on any number of
“looks,” from the rustic to the formal.
Of the former sort is the rough-hewn
stairway in the Royal Botanical Garden
in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, which
looks as though it erupted as slabs from
an ancient quarry (Figure 7). In fact,
the stone was brought in and placed in
the 1930s – a reminder that one of characteristics of stones is that the larger
their size, the older and more permanent they seem.
Watershapers, of course, have the opportunity to use stone stairways (whether
rustic or formal) as a source of access and
egress from their pools, as is the case in
this project in suburban Boston. Here,
a set of irregular (but basically triangular) steps leads to an irregularly shaped
swimming pool with a stone deck, and
the stone steps carry right into the pool
itself (Figure 8).
There are also more formal ap-
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proaches to stairways, such as one found
at the Morris Arboretum in Philadelphia.
This sweeping stairway follows models
found in classic English gardens designed
by Sir Edwin Luytens, including Great
Dixter. Particularly impressive is the way

in which vegetation has been used to instill a sense of age and permanence
(Figure 9).
In many cases, as at Upton Grey in
England, designers will let the plantings
and/or mosses run wild to soften the

Figure 9
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harder edges of the stone (Figure 10); at the
Morris Arboretum, however, the plantings and
their close-cropped perfection actually add to
a sense of formality and structure and lend grace
to what is too often seen as a utilitarian means
of transition.
For designers who aim to please rather than
simply convey their clients from place to place,
steps should be more than a means of achieving
an end. Rather, they should give us visual pleasure as we traverse them – and beckon us to discover a new world.

Seeking Patterns

Figure 10

One of the key concepts underlying all of the
positive examples discussed so far is the designers’ clear use of patterns. Repetition of a certain
shape or line is a wonderful way to create continuity within any physical space, and patterns of
stone in particular serve as wonderful visual
foundations for the ever-changing whimsy of
plant life or moving water.
Many of the patterns we’ve seen here are fairly regular, but that doesn’t imply any sort of limit on the possibilities. A “cracked glass” pattern,
for example, can be particularly effective and
evocative. At Siena in Italy, I saw a very simple
rooftop garden set into a terrace of irregular stone
(Figure 11). With larger stones, this same sort of
random patterning works on decks.
Another key point: No matter whether the
patterns are regular or random, it’s always wise
to remember the value of making new work
look old – and think about encouraging the
growth of crevice creepers or planting perennials to seed between the stones (Figure 12).
Continued on page 39

Figure 11
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Figure 12

The Stone Option

A

Who says that the supports for garden structures have to be made of wood?
Landscape architect Sir Edwin Luytens had a wonderfully fertile mind, and
he constructed many of his pillars out of stacked stone in both round and
square designs or in combinations of the two. Some were set up as freestanding focal points while others served as supports for pergolas (A). I’ve
also seen (in the work of other designers) stone structures that would serve
perfectly well as pool houses (B).
As with walls and pathways, structural elements such as pillars and even shelters can be made beautiful with the use of stone in creative shapes and patterns.

– B. S.

B
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Today’s consumers are keen on a number of watershape ‘looks’ that call for unusually high
degrees of precision in design and execution – with full-perimeter overflows riding high on
many lists. The construction challenge in these projects will always be substantial, but the
hydraulic puzzle may find its solution in a prefabricated flow-over system that promises to
bring the wet-edge look to more and more mainstream builders, projects and clients.

Precision on Deck
40
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By Doug Ruthenberg

T

he consumer’s appetite for beautiful
water and creative watershape design
has grown by leaps and bounds in recent years – and expectations, it seems, are rising right along with the hunger for exceptional details and impressions.
Perimeter-overflow pools and basins are what
an increasing number of consumers are after
these days, and there’s special interest in what
are called “wet-edge applications,” where the water rises to deck level and flows into a channel
slot at the back edge of the coping. It’s an amazing look – and harder to accomplish than just
about any other because of the precision and
tight tolerances required to make it work.
These wet-edge projects involve two substantial challenges for the builder: getting the construction details just right so the water can flow
where it needs to flow,and getting the hydraulics
just right so that when the water flows, it does so
in such a way that the system keeps on working.
There is not much a manufacturer can do to
relieve the contractor of the burden of nailing
the lines and elevations: If the deck isn’t right
on the money, there will be dry spots and disappointment. But there is a new turnkey system that takes away any doubts about the hydraulic end of the project. It’s called Edge
Control, developed by the engineering team at
Polaris Water Designs in Vista, California.

SYSTEM BASICS
The Edge Control system is a pre-engineered,
prefabricated system for the control of water on
wet-edge applications. Each system is tailored
to fit a specific installation, which means that

WATERsHAPES  JULY/AUGUST 2001

before the system arrives on site, the manufacturer’s technical services staff has gone through
all the calculations having to do with sizing, configuration, flow characteristics, surge capacity,
water leveling and more.
In essence, Polaris tackles the engineering of
this portion of the project and supports the work
on site. The ambition is to make a spectacular
water effect available to the full range of watershapers and their clients.
System components are made from lightweight, durable ABS plastic. As the accompanying step-by-step photographs show, prefabricated channels are mounted on the outside of
the pool wall after the shell has been shot (which
means the surrounding area will need to be overexcavated). The plumbing is attached to a reservoir tank used to handle surge capacity and feed
the water-leveling system.
When the builder and client have settled on
a design that includes a wet edge,the watershaper
submits detailed design specifications with the
order. Costs will vary depending upon linear
footage, straight sections, curved sections, corners, clean-outs and reservoir capacity (calculated using the surface area of the pool). Final
measurements are then taken after the shell has
been shot to ensure a precise fit – at which point
the system is manufactured.
Once all the components come together, the
factory marks each component for easy reassembly. Then the components are packaged
and shipped to the job site with a clear set of
drawings and written instructions. Under the
supervision of a Polaris technical representative,
the on-site installation begins:

41

A

A Clean Spell
The most important step of the installation process is the
preparation of the pool wall. The exterior must be straight and
plumb for the vertical distance of 24 to 30 inches where the
Edge Control channel will be located.
The manufacturer recommends panel-forming the walls using two-by-fours and half-inch plywood, assembling the panels with stainless steel screws and angle plates (A). The importance of nailing down the dimensions at the forming stage
– and especially of creating level and square surfaces on the
outside of the pool shell (B) – cannot be overemphasized.

B

C

Precise Dimensions
Even with the best sort of effort in forming and shooting the
shell, there will almost certainly be minor imperfections. That in
mind, Polaris recommends taking point-to-point measurements
to determine precise dimensions of the shell once it has been shot
(C). It is particularly important to pay special attention to corners,
checking them to make sure that they are the exact angle shown
on the plans.
If the shell deviates slightly from the original measurements,
minor adjustments can be accommodated with this system if
the contractor provides an exact template of the off-kilter corners
and/or edge contours. If radius corners are involved, a full template that shows the exact point where the curve straightens out
is needed.

42
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D

F

E

Level Channels
The next step in the process involves determining the elevation of the channel system, which may vary a bit depending on the application. The manufacturer provides a layout
drawing with linear and vertical dimensions to guide the contractor through the process.
Once the elevations have been determined and marked
with a chalk line (D), the channel support brackets are positioned and bolted to the side of the shell (E). It is critical to check
and recheck the brackets to ensure that they are absolutely level in both directions (F). Shim them up as necessary.

G

H

Snap Together
Starting at one end, the contractor places the channel pieces on
the bracket and fits them together as shown on the layout provided
(G). (Slight adjustments can be made at this point by cutting the
lengths with a circular saw.)
Once the assembly is complete, the units are glued together using a paintbrush applicator. With the unit assembled and in place,
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it’s recommended that the builder recheck the level of the unit using
a site or laser level.
When the checking is complete (H), the contractor applies a bead of
Pressure Seal 34 between the top of the Edge Control “neck” and the
coping or finished beam to provide a watertight seal. At this point, it
is a good idea to test the system by filling it with water to check for leaks.
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I

J

In the Tank
As is the case with most other edge-flow systems, Edge Control
requires a reservoir (I) to allow for surge collection, water-level control and proper pump function.
It’s recommended that the positioning of the tank be close

K

M

to the pool equipment and that a 6-inch pipe be run between
the channel and the tank (J). The connection between the reservoir tank and the channel must be level for optimum hydraulic
performance.

L

A Strip of Decking
On the project pictured here, the contractor has installed a twofoot-wide deck around the edge of the pool. Rebar was tied into the
shell and bent up and around the channel system to provide a steel
armature for the decking (K).
In this case, the deck was formed using panels similar to those used
on the pool shell (L). After the deck was poured, the forms were
stripped and the area adjacent to the deck was backfilled (M).

Continued on page 46
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Splash
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They’re big, bold and colorful – a natural
magnet for kids seeking thrills and fun. And
they’re downright beautiful to operators of
commercial and public pools, who have
turned to closed-flume slides as a way to
offer a safe and affordable alternative to
the high-cost entertainment found at the
big waterparks. The outcome, says slide
manufacturer John Stupfel, is the revival
of community pools and a whole new
reason why slides are back on track.
When today’s kids show up at a municipal swimming pool
for a day of fun and excitement, they’re not looking to swim laps.
To be sure, the standard for what can be called “aquatic fun”
has been set pretty high in recent years by huge water theme
parks, with their wave pools and whitewater rides and huge,
twisting, open-flume slides. Nowadays, older “flat-water pools”
just can’t compete for summertime attention among active,
thrill-seeking children – except in one arena.
Indeed, the availability these days of affordable waterslides
has changed the competitive picture for traditional public and
semi-public swimming pools. Each year, scores of these facilities are being retrofitted with slides that have led to a strong
revival in community interest and family attendance.
This strategy has worked for one simple reason: From top to
bottom, slides are great fun!

The Fun Factor
Time and time again,you’ll see kids take a quick ride down a slide,
splash down with arms and legs flying – and climb right back up
the stairs for another run – repeating the cycle for hours on end
only to protest like mad when Mom and/or Dad says it’s time to go.
Quiet waters that were once used almost exclusively for lap
swimming and lifeguard training are now being reclaimed by
kids eager to take their next ride.

Factors

By John Stupfel
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ate a range of twisting configurations. The supports are made of PVCcoated steel piping, as are the platforms, steps, barriers and handrails.
The key to acceptance of these products is that they can fit in
relatively small spaces. Most of these small slides require just ten feet
of deck space from the edge, with an additional minimum of five
feet of clearance for foot traffic around the structure – over areas
stretching in length from 15 to 30 feet.
Construction is smaller scale, too. They’re modular, so all that’s required is bolting them together in the proper sequence. The smallest slides are simply affixed to the deck using common concrete deck
anchors. For bigger models, the upright supports for platforms
mounted at ten feet or higher sit atop 15-inch piers made with sonotubes, while small piers are constructed as tube supports and are anchored to the deck.
Plumbing is simple as well: The slides require a water flow of less
than 20 gallons per minute – enough to wet the surface. This contrasts sharply with larger, open-flume-type structures, for which a
tremendous amount of flow is needed literally to flush the bather down
the slide. In our smaller-scale systems,gravity does most of the work.
The water for the slide is usually tied right into the pool’s existing
return system, with very little effect on pump performance. And
when a separate pump is used, a fractional horsepower pump is usually all that’s required to deliver water to the top of the slide via a flexible 3/8-inch line.

The vivid colors available with these slides and structures serve
to brighten the aquatic setting – and help a public or semi-public
pool boldly promote the fact that it’s as much about fun as it is
about exercise.

THE TRUE TEST
The fact that these slide systems are easy on the budget and easy
to install is great, but the most important factor from the operator’s
perspective is what they do for attendance.
Bigger kids love the fast action, thrills and physical exertion they
find with the larger closed-flume slides, while families with younger
children flock to the parts of the pool set up with smaller slides. And
this is real “family value,” because community pools and YMCAs generally charge just nominal fees for all-day use compared to the $15
to $30 charged for admission to waterparks.
Parents appreciate the price break and are aware as well that slide
use is constantly supervised by at least one lifeguard – and often two.
As long as safety signs are posted and a few basic rules are followed
(including our prime directive – slide only on your back, feet first),
injuries are avoided.
Naturally,safety is a huge concern for slide manufacturers. From the
angle of the stairs or the spacing of barrier pickets to the dual-level
handrails or the non-skid surface of the steps, every aspect of these
slides is designed with safety in mind. And suppliers work with clients
to make certain slides are placed suitably in relation to the movement
of people in and out of the pool and around the slide structure to ensure everyone’s safety and convenience.
For operators, the main outcome of slide installation drops right
to the bottom line, through increased attendance. And those who’ve
installed these slides often point out that not only do more people
crank through the turnstiles, but they also tend to stay around longer.
The result is increased concession sales and a quicker-than-expected return on the slide investment.
Ultimately,however,we always look beyond the fiscal benefits to the
outcome that makes us happiest and proudest as slide manufacturers:
Our products attract people to the water,and that’s good for all aquatic sports and activities. WS
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The support systems for these slides are designed for simplicity.
Indeed, some of the smaller models can be mounted with conventional deck anchors or are even semi-portable. For some
of the larger slides, such as the one seen here, the final appearance of the substructure can be elegant – on a relatively
small footprint!
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The Genesis Global Design Awards:
Celebrating the Art of the Waterscape
For the first time ever, designers
and builders who work with water
can participate in a truly global
design competition.
Any waterscape of any form – pool, pond, fountain or waterfeature – built anywhere in the world in the 20th Century is
eligible for consideration.
An international panel will judge all entries on the basis of
design continuity, aesthetics, integration with the environment,
structural soundness and hydraulic excellence.
Grand Prize Value is $6,000, including $2,000 in cash and
accomodations and airfare to Barcelona, Spain. The award
will be presented during the International Pool Show to be held
in Barcelona, October, 2001.
For complete information on entry requirements and submission
guidelines, contact the Genesis 3 Office at (941) 743-2775 (ph)
or (941) 764-6050 (fax).
258 Bangsberg Road
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
Email: genesis3inc@usa.net

Or visit our Website:
www.genesis3.com

Program co-sponsored with Genesis 3 by Horner Discus International
Circle 48 on Postage Free Card

Beauty and tranquility are words on the lips
of more and more consumers these days,
and they’re discovering with greater
and greater frequency that ponds are
just what they’re after. Critical to
meeting this rising demand, says
zoologist and horticulturalist Jeff
Rugg,is knowing what goes into
creating healthy, clean water
in the presence of plants and
animals – and into setting
these mini-ecosystems up
for the long haul.
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Nature’s
It’s a tale of two professions: Pool and spa people
are taught to keep things dead; pond people are taught
to keep things alive. Pool people sell lots of chlorine; pond people sell de-chlorinator. Pool people
sterilize; pond people fertilize. This contrast in approaches to basic water maintenance is perhaps the
most significant difference between two trades that
are coming into closer and closer contact with one
another every day.
At issue between the two groups is whether to
work against nature in a sterile system, or to work
with it to create an ecosystem. Each discipline has

ECOSYSTEM 101

a foundation in the science of water chemistry and
both have a place in the world – but beyond that,
things really couldn’t be much different.
As more and more pool/spa professionals move
into water gardening and more and more landscape
designers and architects get into pools and spas,there’s
an increasing need for all of us to understand these
water-treatment distinctions and the basics of each
approach. I come from the pond side, so I’ll cover
things from that perspective in a pair of articles – a
science-oriented overview this time before we get
more specific about pond installations next time.

When the balance exists, however, the ecosystem
thrives – so finding that balance is, in a nutshell, the
fundamental challenge of maintaining a living system.
All of the organisms in a particular ecosystem live
within a range of conditions created by their interactions with one another as well as by the overall
climate of the region; the microclimate, geology
and geography of the specific setting; and the influences of people on the system. None of these factors is static for long, and each influences the balance of the ecosystem.
Striving for balance among these factors requires

In an “ecosystem approach” to maintaining water quality, almost everything must be kept alive. At
the same time, however, the population levels of
some organisms must be kept under control and in
balance with the other organisms in the system.
An ecosystem is described as “balanced” when all
of its constituent parts are neither limiting nor excessive relative to the survival of all the other parts.
As a fish grows,for example,it might produce excessive waste relative to the size of the filtering system –
hence the ecosystem would become unbalanced.

Balance
By Jeff Rugg
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Charting Distinctions
Pool

Pond

Sterile to control algae
and bacteria

Living ecosystem designed to
support plants, fish and bacteria
in balance

Higher maintenance
required to work
against nature

Lower maintenance working
with nature

High-pressure external
pumps and filters

Low-pressure submersible
pumps and filters

Deep (4 to 8 feet) with
perpendicular sides

Shallow (2 feet deep) to medium
(3 to 5 feet) and stepped with plant
and safety shelves to the bottom

Require fencing

No fences required

Formal look, with
walkable decks and edges

Informal landscaping and
gravel edging

No fish

Fish in almost all water gardens

No plants

Plants are often the reason for
having a pond

No gravel

Rocks and gravel help create
the ecosystem

Skimmers use small
debris baskets

Skimmers use large debris nets
and filter mats to hold more
debris and protect the fish

Professional installers

More D-I-Y kits sold, but
professionals catching up

Excavation earth
usually discarded

Excavated earth used for
waterfalls and berms

Large construction
footprints

Small construction footprints

High initial costs

Low initial costs

– J.R.
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an understanding that the size of the system has absolutely everything to do with how much life it can support. The smaller the
ecosystem, the harder it is to create a balance: The fewer the components there are to work with, the more likely it is for one small
thing to tip the scale out of balance.
This is why it can be much harder to strike a balance in a small
ecosystem such as a backyard pond than it is to hit the mark in
something as big as a man-made lake. The smaller scale narrows the acceptable parameters for each factor and makes it more
difficult to design in such a way as to make a suitable environment
for plants and fish.
One of the most familiar design principles for pond people
is known as “The Bucket Rule”: You can only put two gallons
in a two-gallon bucket. In other words, each healthy ecosystem can only hold a specific amount of each component in the
system, and failure stalks those who try to take out a component or put in more than two gallons of another component
and expect the bucket not to overflow or break. Ultimately, a
new and proper balance will establish itself, even if you don’t
like the outcome!
To illustrate: Many ecosystem managers have tried removing the predators from an ecosystem to enable the prey animals
to thrive. The prey animals will indeed do well for a time, but
they will eventually overpopulate the ecosystem and will, in effect, try to cram three gallons into their ecosystem’s two-gallon
bucket. Nature soon will reassert itself, and the prey animals
will die of starvation, disease or some other catastrophe that will
reset the balance.

NATURAL CYCLES
To work with nature rather than against it, it’s important to understand not only that balance exists and will assert itself over time,
but also that nature uses cyclical processes to achieve complex sets
of balances in which each component is important.
Energy from the sun and energy from the breaking down of chemicals (or digestion of food) is used, for example, to produce growth
of plants, animals and microorganisms. Much of this energy is recycled from one organism to the next, and nutrient chemicals are
also recycled from one organism to the next through consumption
of the previous organism or its waste products.
Or consider the amazing nitrogen cycle: Nitrogen and hydrogen
atoms from the air are transformed into ammonium molecules
every time lightning strikes, and these molecules are then washed
into the ecosystem with the rain. (The ammonium molecules also
can be brought to the ecosystem through fertilizers.) Bacteria then
break the ammonium down into nitrate.
Plants combine these nitrate molecules with other molecules
to produce proteins. Next, animals eat the plants (or other animals that ate the plants) and eventually will release waste ammonia molecules. Certain bacteria consume the ammonia and
release nitrite molecules into the ecosystem, and other bacteria
consume the nitrite and then release nitrate into the ecosystem.
This nitrate can be picked back up by plants, or it can be consumed
by other bacteria that release nitrogen back into the air, where the
process starts again.
This process, by the way, drives the whole planet, not just a pond.
WATERsHAPES  JULY/AUGUST 2001
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And it’s just one of many cycles that must
be balanced in even the smallest of ecosystems. Indeed, all of the nutrients and
minerals are constantly passing from one
organism to another in a thriving ecosystem. Oxygen, carbon, iron, copper, phosphorus, hydrogen and all the other basic elements have their own cycles.
When one part of any cycle is removed,
the whole cycle quits working and the consequences may prove deadly. If, for example, too many waste molecules of ammonia are added to a pond – either
because there are too many fish and too
much food or because there aren’t enough
bacteria to consume the waste – there will
be a build-up of ammonia.
Ammonia is toxic to fish at very low
levels. All it takes, in fact, is just 40 ammonia molecules per million water molecules to kill fish quickly, and physical
stress that often leads to sickness or death
begins at concentrations as low as 1 ppm.
For its part, nitrite in a pond is toxic at
any detectable level, while nitrate is quickly toxic at levels above 225 ppm.
(By way of comparison, chlorine is
deadly to fish at 0.5 ppm, explaining why
a pool or spa maintained with chlorine
at 1 to 3 ppm is a big problem where fish
are concerned.)
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FINDING COMFORT ZONES
While it is certainly true that natural
ecosystems operate within narrow ranges
for a few of their parameters, it can also
be said that most organisms in any healthy
ecosystem can tolerate wide fluctuations
in some of their chemical and environmental conditions.
A goldfish or water lily, for example,
can tolerate a range of temperatures from
just above freezing to around 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, but add just a bit of chlorine
and both are goners. And when several
parameters are at the edge of the toler-

ance range for any organism, it will take
less fluctuation in some seemingly unrelated (and usually not very bothersome)
parameter to kill them.
The basic concept isn’t complicated:
The healthier the ecosystem, the healthier its inhabitants will be, and the healthier an organism is, the greater its ability
to fight against a single problem. As simple as that principle seems, however, the
complications enter when you consider
that the level of a given chemical can vary
from ecosystem to ecosystem – and vary
when it comes to how much is required

Tracking Similarities
K Both pools and ponds are backyard entertainment and relaxation centers that offer
beauty, excitement and fun.
K Similar design, creativity and installation skills are required to cope with utilities, permits,
safety, fencing, excavation, electrical and plumbing tasks.
K Pumps, piping, and filters are used to circulate and clean the water.
K Concrete or flexible liners are used to retain the water.
K Skimmers are used to collect floating debris and protect the pump.
K Both are available in inground and aboveground designs.
K Both installations often require or benefit from a waterfall.
K Installations for both should blend into the landscape, and they can be simple to install or
quite elaborate.
K Both require maintenance and related chemicals unique to each product.

– J.R.
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by individuals within the ecosystem.
In essence, managing ecosystems is
about governing the factors within your
control (populations of fish, types and
quantities of plants, degrees of aeration
and filtration),observing the consequences
of your actions and making adjustments
as you go. Experience helps when it comes
to recognizing what’s happening, but the
truth is that these systems can be tricky –
especially if the pond is small.
There is, of course, one factor with a
“comfort zone” that is more important
than most others. Oxygen is 21% of the
atmosphere – around 210,000 ppm in the
air around us. Good quality water has as
much as 13 ppm of free oxygen, so fish
already live in an environment low in oxygen and there isn’t much room for lower
oxygen levels in a pond. That’s why aeration can be so important.
We could roll on and on through factor
after factor,but let’s consider the basic point
made: All of these processes are critical to
life, and in a pond that means learning to
balance the elements within the scale of
the system. If you succeed in establishing
such balances, then the system will work.
If you don’t,nature will do it for you – and
odds are you won’t like the results!
It’s also important to note that none of
this is to say that life itself is fragile; rather,
the delicacy comes in maintaining a balance of life that serves the specific needs
of a man-made ecosystem. The fact is,
nature is quite persistent, and there are
really very few sterile environments on
earth where nothing survives – which is
why maintaining a sanitized swimming
pool environment is so difficult.

THE STERILE SYSTEM
Whenever people try to keep growth
of plants or animals to a minimum,
they can expect nature to try to fill the
voids. Even the culture of a single organism, such as a corn crop, will be infested with insects, diseases, weeds and
larger organisms such as crows, raccoons and deer as nature fills the void.
The same holds true for a sterilized
swimming pool.
At times,it can be tough for people who
work to maintain water in a sterile state.
After all,water is the growth environment
for many life forms,some benign and some
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deadly to humans. While it is easy to understand the desire to maintain the water
in a swimming pool or spa in a crystal clear
and sterile state,it is not easy to do – especially outdoors, where algae and bacteria
both travel through the air in a spore stage.
To get the job done, aggressive chemicals such as chlorine, bromine, copper
compounds, ozone and others must be
repeatedly applied to pool water to try to
keep up with nature’s attempts at filling
the void. Any other kind of sterilizers,
including ultraviolet light or even boiling, must be run continuously. No matter what is used to sterilize the water, it is
difficult to keep it sterile, and it must be
continuously monitored.
Just as control of a sterile system requires an understanding of the chemicals
and processes involved, so too must the
pondkeeper have an understanding of the

factors that keep an ecosystem alive.
A man-made watershape that mimics nature is still an artificial ecosystem
that requires control and understanding.
Just as with a pool or spa, a good pond
design has to be followed by good installation – and by someone doing the job of
keeping the system working. The less
work the pondkeeper or homeowner has
to do, the more likely it is that he or she
will actually do it! WS
Next: Establishing a largely self-sustaining pond system – one that requires minimal
labor on the part of the homeowner or pond
keeper and remains beautiful – requires understanding and proper implementation of
several key components, including the filter,
pond container and circulation system. We’ll
cover these components and more in the second part of this article.
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OF INTEREST
MARBLE POOL-FINISH AGGREGATE

AUTOMATIC COVER

Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

FOR

PONDS

Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
AQUANETICS SYSTEMS manufactures the CUV line of compact, highintensity UV sterilizers for a variety of
applications, including both saltwater
and freshwater ponds. Flow rates can
be adjusted to provide intensity levels
from 15,000 to 90,000 microwatt-seconds/cm2 for control of water-borne
viruses, bacteria, algae and larger microorganisms, and the lamps last
14 months. Aquanetics Systems, San Diego, CA.

Circle 18 on Postage Free Card
64

VINYL-LINER POOLS

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

J.M. HUBER CORP. supplies DuraWhite, a marble aggregate designed for use in finishing the
interiors of swimming pools and spas. The product is engineered to go on easily and consistently
from bag to bag, providing good workability, high
durability and a very white finish that’s smooth
to the touch, easy on sensitive feet and gives algae fewer places to take root. J.M. Huber Corp., Atlanta, GA.

HIGH-INTENSITY UV STERLIZIERS

FOR

AQUAMATIC COVER SYSTEMS offers a universal in-wall track receptor for easy installation of automatic covers on any steel- or
polymer-wall pool panel. There are two
types of receptors: one with a universal liner
bead, the other without if the installer wants
to use the factory bead receiver. These receptors eliminate the
need for a cantilevered track edge and allow for use of any coping
treatment. Aquamatic Cover Systems, Gilroy, CA.

FOAM

FOR

FILLING EXPANSION JOINTS

Circle 110 on Reader Service Card
W.R. MEADOWS manufactures Deck-o-Foam expansion-joint filler, a tough, flexible, lightweight,
durable foam designed to replace brittle asphalt-impregnated fillers. The product has a convenient removable portion to ensure a uniform, sealable void
in the joint. The product is available in 1/4 in. thickness in 100-ft. rolls or in 1/2 in. thickness in 50-ft.
rolls in widths from 3 to 48 in. W.R. Meadows,
Hampshire, IL.

Circle 13 on Postage Free Card
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Book Notes

By Mike Farley

The works of this student of Frank Lloyd Wright
have in many respects changed the way I view
water, especially as it relates to architecture
and working with a project’s setting.

A Glittering Treasure

L

ooking for inspiration can be like mining for gold. You sift and pan
through mountains of muck before unearthing a nugget of real value.
And when you do come upon a resource that teaches and inspires you
to reach for greater heights of creativity in your designs, the payback is a hundred-fold.
Knowing where to look helps, and that’s what this new column is all about.
The first book I’ll discuss is an unexpected treasure of incalculable value.
Before I read The Architecture of John Lautner (text by Alan Hess, photographs
by Alan Weintraub, published by Rizzoli, New York), I couldn’t imagine what
a watershaper in Dallas would learn from a progressive modern architect from
California.
As it turns out, the works of this student of Frank Lloyd Wright have in many
respects changed the way I view water, especially as it relates to architecture
and working with a project’s setting.
The book follows Lautner’s nearly 60-year career with concise text and stunning illustrations. In his earlier works, we see a budding artist whose designs
closely resembled those of Wright and his mentor’s residential architecture.
As his career progressed, however, Lautner expanded magnificently upon the
philosophy of organic architecture as he learned it at Taliesin and made it
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the basis for wildly creative designs, many of
which now stand as true American masterpieces
of the 20th Century.
Lautner’s use of water serves as an interesting
and important subtext mirroring the trajectory
of his career. In his earlier works, we see swimming pools and waterfeatures that are fairly mundane and unimaginative compared to those he
designed later. In his middle years and in his
most recent works, however, the presence of water becomes completely integral to the overall
design and far more creative in execution.
His use of water to connect interior and exterior spaces, for example, or to lead the eye to distant views or to echo shapes and geometry – it’s
truly mind-expanding stuff.
Featured projects including “The Pacific Coast
House,” “The Elrod House,” “The Arango
House” and “Silvertop” have become icons of
modern residential design, and they stand as testaments to the power and flexibility of watershapes to enhance residential settings.
Throughout his career, Lautner worked tirelessly to create something original in each design. His work became so creative that at points
in his career, building departments were forced
to adopt new codes to accommodate his designs. He is widely credited with creating the
first American vanishing-edge pool (at
Silvertop in Los Angeles in the late 1950s), and
his use of basic materials including concrete,
wood and glass has been echoed in countless
designs by contemporary architects and watershapers the world over.
The material in this incredible book is a tapestry of detailed information interwoven with discussions of philosophy and is absolutely full of
design concepts that will humble the best of us
and inspire all of us. You might not expect to find
so much relevant watershaping information in a
book by an architect – but as with mining for gold,
sometimes you need to look in unexpected places
to find the treasure you seek. WS
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